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IKTRODUGTIOH 

Since the beginnings of religion, man has been interested in the 

true nature of space immediately around him and far away. This interest 

has led to vast speciilations in all fields of stndy—in physics, mathe

matics, art, philosophy, and theology. Many theories on space hove 

developed in these disciplines, but the mathematical and philosophical 

studies have been of particular interest in their relation to the true 

nature of space. 

Purpose and Scope of the Thesis 

The purpose of this thesis will be the analysis and discussion 

of the controversies arising over the development of the non-Euclidean 

geometries. There were two major ĵ eriods of conflict, one after the 

theoretical development of the geometries themselves and the other after 

the advent of tlie relativity theory. In both these periods concern was 

expressed over the possible iraplication of the geometries to philosopliy 

and tlieology as well as to mathematics, and the objectors to the geometries 

tried to discredit t lem by recoiirse to n̂atheraatics and pbdlosophy. The 

subject of this thesis will be limited to the prodf or disproof of the 

geometries themselves and not to the application of any geometry to 

physical space. The analysis of the arguments presented will be on the 

mathematical basis of the geometries, in opposition to, or in conjunction 

with, the philosophical idea of the »»true*» geometry. 

Within the last year another thesis has been presented on the 

broad field of non-Budidean geometry (1). That study was primarily on 



the developEient of the geometries themselves to the present tine. The 

subject and content of this thesis has been suggested by Harris* thesis, 

and some historical developraent will be given in the study for back

ground only. It is, however, the purpose of this thesis to develop the 

specialized area of the controversy arising over the non-Euclidean geon-

etries. Therefore, the scope of the thesis will only cover the hyperbolic 

geometry of Lobachewsky and Boylai and tlie initial development of the 

Riemannian or ^OJLiptic geometry. For the history and mathematics of the 

non-I)uclidean geometries Harris* thesis will provide a valiiable background. 

Definition p| Terms 

The tera space vdll be used in both the geometric and philosophi

cal sense. The appropriate designation will be evident from the content 

of the discussion. 

The terms postulate and a::d.om will be used Interchangeably and 

will siean statements which are assumed without proof. 

The term piKjposition will be used to indicate a statement needing 

proof. 

A reference to the appendix containing Euclid's Hlecients. Book I, 

will be of the form {l*^} meaning Book I, Proposition 27. 

Review of Previous Literature 

Very little previous work surveying the controversy over the non-

Budidean geometries has been done; in Harris* thesis a chapter has been 

devoted to this controversy. There have been numerous works on the 



development of the geometries, but few of t'lese mention the material on 

the controversy except to say that such a controversy took place. 



Chapter I 

BRIEF BACKGROUND HI3T0RY OF NON-EUCLIDE/JI G'XiIIETRY UP 
TO THE LATTER PART OF THE NINl'TE :NTH CENTURY 

Difficulty ̂ dth the Fifth Postulate 

Geometry was considered a practical tool in Babylonia and Egypt 

for solving problems of area and location, while later in Greece geometry 

developed as a means in the search for absolute truth and was based on 

logical principles instead of intuition. Euclid'z Elements was a sum-

eary of mrny pieces of geometry arranged in logical ord?r, in which the 

whole of geometry was developed from as few definitions and axioms os 

was possible. In the SHements Euclid gave twenty-three Definitions, five 

Postxilates, and five Conomon Notions. The Common Jlotions were accepted 

as being true; however, the Fifth Postulate was considered d ubtful ev«i 

by early geometers of Euclid's time. Perhaps if the Fifth Postulate had 

been worded differently or worded so as to conform \Ath the ideas of the 

other four Postulates, the controv rsy world not hav? arisen. The Second 

Postulate has also be n contested bu: only after m::ny attempts were m-̂ de 

to reconcile the Fifth PostiLLate to Its proper place in ̂ eonotr;-. The 

five Postulates are tr-mslated as follows (2:4-): 

The Postulates 

Let the following be postulated 
1. To draw a straight line form any point to any point. 
2. To produce rj finite straight line conti luously in a 

straight line. 
3. To describe a circle with any centre rnd distance. 
4. That all right angles are equal to one another. 
5. That, if a straight line f: lling on a straight line 

u 



makes th: inteidor angles on the same side less than two 
right angles, the two str ight lines, if produc d indefin
itely, meet on that side on which are the angles less than 
two right angles. 

The last postulate is obviou :ly of a much reater compleidty than the 

other four, and it did not apear to be as imaodiately evi ent to the 

ancient mathematicians as did the other four. Mfny inriters believed thrt 

the Fifth Postulate was intended by Euclid to be a proposition but that 

be was lanablo to prove it and was forced to set it up ss one of the Pos

tulates. However, the converse of the Fifth Postulalie i/as proved in the 

Elements (1,17); and it would certainly cipuear thrt if the converse of 

the postulate needed proof, then the Fifth Postulate itself would also 

need pax>of. In addition to the Postulates several other ide s were 

assumed, probably xathin the implications of the Second and Fifth Postu

lates. Euclid implicitly assumed that th: straight line iirs iiL^initely 

long, thot the straight line could be moved without distorting it, th-at 

points between the ends of a line are in a sequence, rmd that a straight 

line is continuous. 

Several attempts were made to substitute other st tements for 

the Fifth Postulate; however, these st-itements can be derived from the 

Fifth Postulate, and the objection th^t the postulate was not self-evident 

was not overcome. > ince restate entH of the postulate did not meet vdth 

succei^s :md many believed that the postulate must be proved anyi/ay, at

tempts have be n mide to prove the Fifth Postulate as it strnds in the 

Elements or to prove sone of the equivalent statements. In attonpts to 

prove the Par 11 el Postulate (Fifth Postulate) two common errors have 



been made: one inadvert^.nt mistak~ was -« simtln what vas to e proved; 

al o proofs based on the reductio ad absurdum method hav ^iv n uncon

vincing or erroneous results. Other proofs have been attempted using 

some different Eipiroaches which indirectly depend on the Fifth Postulate. 

Concepts of the Geometries 

Although the ori inators of the non-Euclid'en geometries knew 

little, if anything, about Saccheri and his :Xiclides ab omni naevo 

vindicatus (li)uclid Freed from Every Fir3w), there is a strong foundation 

for the development of the non-Euclidean geometries in his irork (3). 

Figure 1 

The quadrilateral ABCD, where the angles at A and B are right and where 

AD-BC,is a Saccheri quadrilateral. Saccheri proved that the angles at 

D and C were equal without assuming the Fifth Postulate. These equal 

angles are either obtuse, right, or acute. Today, as the result of 

Klein's suggestions (2), Saccheri's hypothesis of the acute, t e right, 

and the obtuse a.igle give the commonly accepted terms used for the geonn-



etries. Saccheri's hypothesis of the acute angle WFS called hyperbolic 

geometry which \me developed by Lobachewsky and Boylai* The Euclidean 

geometry, althongh still known as such,is the hypothesis of the right 

angle and w^s c lied parabolic geometry in Klein's terminology. The hy

pothesis of the obtuse angle, rejected by Saccheri and later proposed by 

Riemann in relatively non-mathematical terminology, developed into the 

elliptic geometry. 

The hyperbolic, parabolic, and elliptic geometries are related in 

that they are all metric geometries, that is, involving a length. Sophus 

Lie has concluded that only geometries of this type e n be applied to 

meaaiiring the lengths or distances in space, although other geometries 

have been postulated (4-:l>5). In the Lobaohewskian and Euclidean geoia-

etries the first four fundamental postulates are the same, indicating 

development from axiomatic definitions; some of the unmentioned postulates 

are common to these geometries; the infinitude of the line and the prin

ciple of continuity are examples. The contents of the first fotir postu

lates of Euclidean geometry «re included in Riemannian geometry. An ab

solute distance unit is used in Lobachewskian geometry so that the angle 

of parallelism is dependent upon the distance of the lines from each 

other and also in Riem nnian geometry so that a line is finite in length 

and of length 4a where a is the distance of the pole from the line. 

Beltrami, Cayley, and Klein have given proofs showing that the non-Euclidean 

geometries are as consistent as Euclidean geometry (1). 

Although the geometries are similar in some respects, they are 

different in many of their characteristics. The major cause of the more 
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noticeable variations in the geometries is the dissimilarity in their 

characteristic postulates. The stated and assumed postulates for fu-

clidean geometry have been given; the characteristic postulate is the 

Parallel or Fifth Postulate. In hyperbolic geometry the characteristic 

postulate, substituted for Euclid's Fifth Postulate, is: 

Postulate: Through a given point, not on a given line, more than 

one line can be drawn in the same pi ne not intersecting the 

given line* 

In Riemannian geometry the tacitly assumed postulate of the infinitude 

of the line and the Fifth Postulate of Euclidean geometry were completely 

changed, and as a result of these alterations other postulates were in

terpreted differently. Riemann replaced the idea of the infinitude of 

the line with the postulate that every straight line is boundless. The 

characteristic postulate of elliptic geometry, however, which replaced 

Euclid's Fifth Postulate, isi 

Postulate: TVTO straight lines 'dw^ys intersect one another. 

Consequently, this characteristic, which e n be visualised by considering 

the great circles on the stirface of a sphere, changed Eudid' s First Pos

tulate because an infinite number of lines may be dr?swn through the poles 

of a sphere; Klein tried to avoid this difficulty by defining the pole 

points as a single point. As a result of these dissimilarities in the 

characteristic postulates of the geometries, the sum of the angles of a 

triangle varies according to the geometry considrred. In Euclidean geom

etry the sum of the angles of any triangle is exactly two right entries; 

in hyperbolic geometry the s\m of the angles of an;- triangle is less th^n 



two right an lesj and in Iiiemanni?n geometry the sum of the angles of 

any triangle is greater than tiro right angles (2). 

Development of Hyperbolic Geometry 

Janc/s Boylai is considered as being the first to dev lop the idea 

of non-Euclidean geometry, since the geometry developed by Lobachewsky 

was not known in the learned circles of Europe until much later than 

Boylai's irork, although Lobachewsky published his ideas on this subject 

earlier than did Boylai. Boyl'd's father had worked on the possible 

proof of the Fifth Postulate along with Gauss but had dropped the study 

because of its fruitlessness. The younger Boylai presented his original 

work first in an appendix to his father' s book and then later in a sep

arate book. He received little recognition of his iv-ork, even Gauss not 

giving him the recognition that might have been expected; Gauss had de

veloped a non-5]uclidean geometry sometime earlier but had not published 

it. 

LobachcTfsky published several -rorks on his ideas about the hyper

bolic p:eometry. Because his work was much simpler th^n Boylai* s, it was 

adopted for general use, and the hyperbolic reomotry xms usually referred 

to as Lobachewskian geometry. When Lobachewsky first published his work, 

his ideas were not considered as comprehen ively developed as those of 

Boylai. 

The geometries of Boylai an ̂  Lobachewsky are essenti ll:r the same. 

Because of the difficulty with the Fifth PostiiLate, both of these geometers 

thought that perhaps the Euclidean geometry was not the only one possible. 
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and so they found a geometry as mathematically correct as the Euclidean 

geometry. Little recognition was given this geometry at the time of its 

development so, n£tnrally, there were no conflicting argî m nt . About 

thirty years .f ter this ^ evelopment Boylai and Lohache\:sky were recog

nized in the mathematical literature. This recognition initiated pro

found dijscussions by mathematicians and philosophers on the true nature 

of geometry because, as Lobachewsky had said, the a priori acceptance of 

Euclidean space as the basis for all philosophy and science coiald no 

Ion er e assumed(2). 

Development of Riemannian Geometry 

During the time the geometries of Lobachewsky and Boylai were 

being considered by the European mathematicienn, Riemann presented, in 

a lecture before the Philosophical Faculty at Gottlngen, the idea t'-at 

'tlthough space may be boundless, it is not necessarily infinite. From 

this idea the geometry of the great sphere was developed by analytic 1 

methods. Riemann had many of the concepts of the elliptic geometry de

termined, but he never published anything more than the basic ideas. 

Other mathenatici.ns developed elliptic geometry fron these basic ideas(2) 



Chapter II 

DISCUSSION OF THE GEOMETRIES IN EUi^OPE 
AT Tim Tim OF TdSlR lilVELOPÎ KT 

The hyperbolic geometry of Lobachewsky and Boylai was ignored 

until 1867 when Lobachewsky's work was translated into French by Houel 

(3). About the same time Riemann postulated the conditions for the el

liptic geometries. Although Riemann and others who supported the non-

Euclidean geometries were held in f - irly high esteem because of their 

mathematics, th ir upset of the major Kantian philosophy was of great 

concern to m-̂ ny people. Most of the philosophers and many mathemati

cians felt that though the geometers might be able to propound new 

spaces, the a priori nature of the Euclidean geometry would continue to 

apply to the "true" space; and they consequently ignored the geometries 

as being of no importance. W. Stanley Jevons (5) in answer to an article 

by Helmholtz stated: 

Wa.th all due deference to so eminent a man as H Imholtr, I 
must hold that his article includes an ismoratio elenchi. He 
has pointed out the very interesting fact that we o^n conceive 
worlds where the Axioms of our Geometry would not aprdy, and he 
appears to confuse this conclusion with the falsity of the Axiom::. 
IJhenever lines are parallel the axiom concemljig parallel lines 
will be true, but if there are no p rallel lines in existence, 
there is nothing of which the truth or falsity of the axiom can 
come in question. I vdll not attempt to say by what process of 
mind we reach the certain truths of geometry, but I -^M convinced 
that all attempts to attribute geomet: icrJL truth to experience 
and induction, in the ordinary sense of those words, are trnns-
parent failures.... 

M. H» Poincare (6) thought the non-Euclidean geometries valid in 

that "i" mathematical creation exists, provided that its definition in-

11 
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volves no contradiction either in itself or with the properties pre

viously mention d." He went on to say about axioms: 

Geometrical axioms, therefore, ore neither s^-nthetlc a priori 
conclusions nor experimental fjcts.... They are conventions: 
our choice.. • reti ins free, and is only linited hj the necess
ity of avoiding all contradiction.... 

Later Bertrond Russell (7) brought out a weakness of the Riemann-

Helmholtz method in which space was regarded as a numerical aggregate 

and the points in space were determined by coordinates. Russell said 

th it for this method to hold there must be the x>ossibility of equal 

ligin'es in different places, that is, the statement of an axiom of free 

mobility. 



Ch pter III 

THE ARGUIKNT OVER Til GiIOICTRIlIS IN A:-:E11IGA 
AT THE CL03E OF TEE HINETEENTH C UTURY 

Science and mathematics in lienor 1 vzere in a great turmoil dur

ing the nineteenth century; as the result of this turmoil there was an 

attitude of dissent but also one of resignation to inê -it-rble change. 

There w?3 general interest in the happenings of the day; and to enter

tain the TJublic, the learned gentlemen presented lectures on such sub

jects as non-Buclidean geometry. Thinkers in Europe and America were 

exceedingly concerned with the philosophy involved in the ncn-Eudidean 

geometries, and a few p.ople ijore concerned v̂lth the validity of the 

mathemntics. In Am rica Professor Lyle and a feu others .̂.rere bravG 

enough to attack the new geometries on the basis of mathematics as well 

as philosophy. Mlth the beginning of publications on mathem-^tics in 

Merica a gromag profession provided an interested audience for the^e 

discuvssions. Professor Lyle had a tackod the non-Sudidean geometries 

in privfitely published bulletins before the public tion of the American 

Mathematical Monthly, but the series of articles Lyle published in the 

Monthly was an attempted refutation of a series of articles presented 

by George Bruce H'lstead, who was the major proponent of the non-Buclidean 

geometries in America at the time. Other persons occasiona 1-- contributed 

articles in support of Lyle or Halstead, but these two were the major n-

tagonists ovs r the non-Buclidean geometries. To provide an insight into 

the thinking of these ti'io men, their background will be considered. 

13 
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Georj^e Bruce Halstead was considered one of the foremost mathe

maticians in iOBerici at the end of the nineteenth centiuy. H i stead 

gradu ted from Princeton University as did his brothers, his father, 

an"? his grandfather. Although his family had been wealthy, the ,ar be

tween the States c a°ed chem to lose most of their property, and in or

der to e€.rn his way throu ;h college he tutored several students in mit}^ 

C3T1 tics. He was one of the first fellows at Johns Hopkins Univ rsity 

\/here he studied unĉ er Sylvester. After studyin; in Germany he received 

his Doctor of Philosophy degree from Johns Hopkins University in 1S79. 

In 188A Halstead went to the University of Tex' 3 and helped est.blish 

the name of that school. An excellent linguist, Hrlstead is best known 

for his translations of the works of Lobachewsky and Boylai; he was 

widely knom and was a memoer of many foreign ma thematic 1 as.?ocir:tions. 

Through his efforts Krilstead did much -o fiurther the underst nding of 

the non-Eucliden i^eometries in America (8). 

John Newton Lyle, the major objector to the non-Eucli<f'e n eomo-

tries in AmeriCvO, was born in northeast Missouri of pioneer stock. His 

eorl;- studies were under the Revorend i.dlson T. Dickson, who taught Lyle 

his first geometry—never assuming that straight lines co-̂ ld b-: curved 

or flexed. Lyle continued his s • Oi of Latin ani Greek at Van Rens-

selear Academy. He started teaching at the age o" nineteen, and by 

studying after school and in the summers he was able to learn the mrter-

ial covered in analytic:!, geometry and calculus. Becruse he hr.d to lenrn 

on bis ovin, Lyle developed self-reliance and indepwidence of thought. 

Lyle was disgusted with the idea that differentials were "vanishing 



increments" ':nd preferred the idea that they were r:.tes of variation." 

After f-raduating from Marietta College in 1879 and receiving his Doctor 

of Philosophy degree iron this s. me institution in IfJ '1, he t ught at 

sev rsl schools end colleges. The f:reater part of his time ir-^a repent 

as Chairman of Mathematics and Science at VJestrainistci' 6ollege in Ful

ton, Mssouri (9). 

The Battle l^th Proofs og Non-Euclidean Geometry 

Lyle started an attack on the non-Euclidean geometries in the 

first issue of the Americajg Mathematical Monthly. In »PostTilr]te I of 

Euclid's Elements" (10) Lyle said that wherever two points ^re located 

in "unboimded spce" a straight line may be dravm between them, and so 

a straight line is a line with "two ends. ' He al.o stated: 

The assumption that a straight line of infinite (loundless) 
length can be drawn between ti^ points in space is not only 
anti-Euclidean but PISO destructive of the logical l?3w of non
contradiction which forbids that contradictory marks sh 11 be 
attributed to any straight line whatever. A line cannot have 
ti-io ends ^̂ nd at the same time be xd-thout ends (infinite, tĥ .t 
is, unbounded). 

Lyle first attempted to disprove Lobace-/sky's eeometry in the follow^ 

ing manners 

The anjle-sum of a rectilineal tri?n le is assimed to be less 

than two right angles. A single angle ACB can be dravn in such n manner 

that it is less than tiro right angles but differs from two right angles 

by as small an angle, £, as is desired. This angle ACB may then be made 

equal tie any assumed sum (less than t\TO right angles) of the three angles 
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Figure 2. 

of a rectilineal triangle. Let the angle ACB be eqml to this assumed 

angle (two right angles minus ^ ) . Lyle then said that a straight line 

cannot be drawn from any point E on the leg AC to any point F on the leg 

CB, because if this is allowed, then the triangle HCF would have an 

angle-sum :;reater than two right angles minus a, which is against the 

hypothesis. But if a straight line may not be drawn from any point E to 

fny point F, the First Postulate of Euclid's Elements is discredited. 

Several people have commented on Lyle* s proof. Ithough, as 

Harris (1) and Dolman (11) have mentioned, Lyle assumed that infinite and 

boundless are the same thing, Lyle's proof did not depend on this issimip-

tion. Lyle made several other mistakes; one xms that although two points 

may determine a line, a line is not necessarily terminated by two points. 

Also, as Harris has pointed out, either Lyle did not realize that the in

finitude of the line is assumed in Euclidean geometry or he completely 

ignored this idea in his statement previously quoted. 
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Halstead presented a proof, "Easy Corollaid.es in Non-3uclldean 

Geometry*' (12), based on the figure used in the preceding proof by Lyle 

which points up the error Lyle made. This proof w s froiri Boylai»s work. 

Boylai had proved that "Eciidvalent triangles have their rngle-sums equal", 

"Triangles are to each other as the su;.]laments of their angle-sums"; and 

from these the corollary that "there may be a trian5i;le whose sum differs 

from a straight angle by less than any given finite an^le, however SHIMII." 

j\ny single angle ACB miy always be drawn so thit it differs from a str-ight 

angle by as sn 11 a finite angle, a, as is desired. Then by dr-rvang a 

straight line from any point E on the leg AC to any point on the leg CB, 

the triangle,ECF, that is formed has o suprlement (to the angle-sum) less 

than a. In Halstead*s proof, although a definition of the "straight" 

angle might be given, en assumption about the characteristics of the SUJJ-

plê A?n-*--̂ y angle, a, was not made; it was established by a previous 

though unproved corollary. However, in Lyle's pi-oof there was no basis 

for an assumption about the supplementary angle, a, and so this proof 

does not give any qu-^lification on the angle-sum of the triangle ECF. 

Or if the asstamption was that the angle-sim of a triangle equals t-'o 

right angles, this depended on the Parallel Postulate and so proved 

nothing. As Dolman said, "No matter bow small a is taken it c m still 

be divided." Either of the two other angles of the triangle may not be 

equal to a. Of course, Lyle defended his stand on many points but in 

most instances with only discussion which Till be taken up elsewhere in 

this thesis* 

The next proof Lyle attempted (13) was, again, on the sum of the 

http://Corollaid.es
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A E 

Figure 3. 

angles of i-. triangle. He staxted by saying that, if there is a trian^e 

the sum of whose angles differs from two right angles by less than any 

{:iven finite angle however small, then "the possibility of its construc

tion mnst be granted," Let this triangle be called ECH. The line EC is 

extended both ways to A snd D, and the angle ECB is constructed equal to 

the angle-sum of the tarf-angle ECH or to two right angles minus a. So the 

supplement of ECB is DCB which is equal to a. The angle DCB is the dif

ference between the angle SCF, which is less than tro right angles, and 

the straight angle, so it is finite. However, the angle DCB is by the 

hypothesis less than any finite angle. Lyle then said, "Hence contra

dictory marks are attributed to the sur lementary angle DCB or a, irhich 
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is absurd," and concluded that the hypothesis must be "unsound". 

This proof is very similar to the first proof given by Lyle; how

ever, he was obviously being more careful in his tenainology. The proof 

itself is correct down to the final analysis. The difference between 

the angle FX3F and DCB may indeed be less than -ny Iven finite angle* 

-Ithough the sum of the angle :̂  of a triangle may differ from t-o right 

angles by as SM^II an amount as is desired, there is still the possibil

ity that the sum of the angles of a triangle is less than t\jo right 

angl s. All Lyle did was prove the possibility of constructin.̂ - a tri

angle whose angle-sum is as close to tvx) right angles as is desired. Pie 

does not prove that we cannot hs.ve triangles of smaller angl^—suras. 

Again Lyle had no proof, but he continued his attacks. 

Next, in his article entitled "Is the upplementary Angle Finite 

or Not?" (14.) Lyle attacked the supplementary angle problem in his at

tempt bO discredit Lobachewsky's g ometry. He asked this question; "If 

any in''ividual angle whatever is greater thn one right angle and less 

than two right angles, is it finite and is its supplementary angle also 

finite?" 

Let JEJ19 be a semicircle and the lines CK, OF, and CK be constructed 

making the angles ECH, ECF, and ECK greater than n single right angle but 

loss than two right angles. The question of the finiteness of these 

angles depends on the definition of a finite angle. Lyle s?id that a 

finite angle is one th?t is subtended by i finite chord, which means a 

finite straight line - one with two ends. Each of the chords EH, FIF, and 

EK are finite; therefore the angles ECH, .]GF, end ;GK are finite. The 
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points H, F, and K lie between M rnd 0 since the anf^les OCK, ECF, and 

ECK are greater than one right angle and less than t\w right angles. 

O D 

.lpiii:e U 

At this point in th© proof Lyle asked several questions on the infinite

simals "Some say thrt the angle KCO may become so small that it is no 

Ion -er inite but an infinitesimal. But what is an infinitesimal?" He 

went on to assume that, from a quoted statement by De L'Hospital, the 

n:::le-sum of a triangle is equcl to -nd not less than t o right angles. 

L'Hospital had essentially said th t if t-jo -unt'ties differ from each 

other by an arbitrarily small amount, then they are equal. Lyle said 

that the result would be a "zoro angle" which "is a relic of logical bar-

bari m whose presence in recent mathematicnl literature indioites that 
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the unfittest sometimes survive." 

A sm'jll an-iie has a definite vrlue while --n infinitesiml angle 

is the difference between any ..iven angle and another angle chosen ^s 

close to the size of that given angle :s is desired. By Lyle's ovu de

finition of a finite chord, the finite chord length may form an angle 

as d o so to t;;o right angles as is desired and the chord would indeed 

h'lvo t\^ ends, r;.3 Lyle requires of a line. Agiin we find that the angle-

simi of a triangle may be as close to t;ro right angles ae is desired and 

yet the disproof of the state:;:ent that the sum of the angles of a tri

angle is le3s than tvjo right angles is still missing. 

Lyle again attack d the angle-sum hypothesis of Lobschewslzy in 

his "Logical Deductions from the Ij^othesis tliat the Angle-Sum is Less 

than Two Right Angles" (15). iB 

Figure 5 



Let EOF be any "individual rectilineal triangle" that has the sua 

of it angles assumed less th-n two right angles. The line AC is pro

duced to D, giving the angles ECF • FCD « two right n,̂ :le5 (1,13). By 

hypothesis the angles FEC + SFC + FXJF K, two ri::bt angles. Therefore 

ECF -• FCD > FEC + SFC • SCF, and taking ECF from both sides of this 

FCD ^ FFXJ • E C . Thus the exterior angle is reater t h n the sum of 

the interior end opposite angles. 

The angle FCH is constructed so that FCH - EFC, and since CD 

FCH, CH must lie between CD and CF. Whereupon Lyle stated? " Jiace "CE 

is equal to II'C, the line CH is parallel to the line EF accord ng to 

Proposition XXVII, Book I, of Euclid's Elements." 

Next the angle KCD is constructed equal to FEC, and as Lyle said, 

"Since KCD = F X , the line KC is parallel to the line EF according -o 

proposition ?XVIII, Book I of Euclid's Slenents." He went on to say 

thit by inference FCD > FEC + K?C and by construction FCH • KCD = lilfC • 

FPX. From the above FCD ^ FCH + KCD and so HCK must be a "real", "indi-

vidu'l" angle. If HCK is a real angle, then HC and KC are "separate and 

distinct" lines. Lyle claimed that this statement contradicts 11 yf^ ir's 

.̂ xiom. 

Of course, Lyle had taken recourse to the Fifth Postulate since 

Propositions XXVIJ and XXVIII depend on this postulate for their proof. 

There is also the queption of whether or not the angle HCK is an indi

vidual angle because the triangle EOF is ran individual triangle. The 

characteristics of the triangle do not restrict the characteristics of 

the angle HCK as to its individuality for cert inly any finite cngle 
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may be divided into two finite angles. 

Not tio be outdone by I al stead's series on the non-Euclidean geom

etries, Lyle again attacked to hyperbolic geometries in his "Theorum 16 

of Lobatschewsky» s Theory of Parallels" (16). Lobachewsky in Ids Theo-

rum 16 stated that all straight lines from a point in sequence to a line 

in the same plane may be divided into tiro classes, cutting and non-

cutting. The boundary lines of these classes will be called "parallel 

to the given line." while a Lobachewskian non-intersecting line is any 

of the other non-cutting lines. The Euclidean parallel lines include 

the Lobachewskian pai'allels and non-intersecting lines. 

E 0 H C £ ^ 

\ 

Figure 6 
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A perpendicular is constructed from the point A to t! e line CB. 

To this perpendicular AD, a perpendicular AE is erected, and other lines 

AK, AH, and AG are drawn. From tie hypothesis all the lines t! rough A 

either do or do not cut line BC. Let AH be the boundary line between 

those that do not cut the line BC and those that do, then the angle HAD 

is the angle of parallelisii. Since the line AH is the boundary line, is 

it a cutting line or a non-cutting line? Lyle quoted from Lobachewsky: 

" We may here reiaark that ... not only does the distance between two par

allels n>arallel in the sense of Lobachewskyj decrease (Theorum 2A)> but 

with the prolongation of the parallels towards the side of paralleliaEi 

this at last wholly vanishes." On the basis of this, the point ^ is 

assumed to be tae point at which this decreasing distance betijeen AH and 

DC "wholly vanishes." Euclid's Second Postulate provides that the line 

liy^ may be extended beyond 2. A point z ray be located beyond ^ on the 

extension of I)^. This point z is within the angle Â.E, and a straight 

line may be drawn from z to A. This straight line will lie between A;̂  

and AE since the point z lies within the angle £AB, but by Lobachewsky* s 

hypothesis no stredght line between AE and AH can meet DC produced. From 

this Lyle concluded that "Az must lie on both sides of Aj; at the same 

time." 

In refuting Lyle's statement, a perpendicular CD to the line AB 

is constructed, and a line DE is drawn parallel to it (not intersecting 

it). The distance along the line AB from C WIIJ be called x. In Loba

chewsky* s geometry, as x increases, a perpendicular erected from CB cut

ting DE will decrease in length, d; therefore d is a function of x, that 
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c K 

Figtire 7 
t 

is, d = d(x). Although lim d = 0, the line DE never cuts the line AB 

x-*<>» 

no flatter how far produced; and the parallel line is the first non-

cutting line, not the last cutting line as Lple had assumed. The dis-

ts:fice w. approaches zero for an infinite value of x, but the attain7nent 

of the X is questionable. 

Two other persons joined Lyle in his attempt to discredit the 

hyperbolic geometries or to prove the Euclidean geometry without question. 

One of these men was Warren Holden, at the time of his article a profes-

or of mathematics at Girad College in Philadelphia. In an article, "An 

Attempt to Demonstrate the 11th Axiom of Playfair's Euclid" (17), be 

attempted another proof of the Parallel Posttilate directly. Through 

four steps Holden tried to prove this quotation from Playfair's Euclid: 

"Throngh a given point one line, and only one, can be drawn parallel to 

a given line." 

In the first step he quoted Halsteadte translation of Lobachewsky, 
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in ^Hiich it is stated that two line:: that areperpendicular to a third 

line never intersect no matter how far they are produced. 

The second step was Euclid's definition of parallel lines, that 

is, parallel lines are lines in the same plane that do not meet no mat

ter how far they are produced. 

In the third step he stated: "Parallels are everywhere equidis

tant." He attempted a proof: 

Figure 8 

A perpendicular, AD, is drawn from A to BC, and a perpendicular 

HAE is erected to AD. liince AE and DC are perpendicular to the same 

line AD, they are parallel (first and second steps). From any point F 

on the line HAE a perpendicular FG is drawn on BC. The line DM is laid 

off equal to DG and a perpendicular MN is erected. Next Holden said, 

••Fold over the part of the figure to the right of AD upon AD as an axis 

until it falls upon the part to the left of AD." He then went on to say 

that since the angles at A, D, G, and M are right angles and DM • DQ by 

construction, AF falls on AN and on MN, at the intersection N, and so 
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GF « MH» Therefore, since F is any point, the parallels are equic'istant 

at every point. 

Holden then attemptied the proof of Playf air's Axiom in his fourth 

step in the follovdng manner: A perpendicular AD ia er'̂ cted to the line 

BC and a line AE is dra.n perpendicular to AD at A. As a r jsî lt AE and 

DC are parallel from the first two steps. From step three the perpendi-

Figure 9 

cular FG - AD. Another line AH is constructed parallel to BC, and HG 

must equal AD and so it equals FG. When FG «• HG, the lines AH and AF 

coincide. By this Holden said that one and only one line can be drawn 

through a point parallel to another line. 

Holden made his first mistake when he assumed that all parallels 

in the Euclidean sense possess a common perpendicular, whereas only the 

non-intersecting and not the parallel lines in the sense of Lobachewsky 

do. In the third step he assumed that FG was perpendicular to both HE 

an BC; this does not mean th- t the line AD perpendicular to BC is also 

perpendicular to HE. Holden actually proved the true statement that non-



intersecting lines are equidist-nt, at eqû il distances from the common 

perpendicular. This statement is true in hyperbolic geometry. But he 

did not prove that these lines are everywhere eauidistmt. Since Holden 

did not prove what he intended in his third step, bis fourth step will 

not stand. 

Under the title "II. Logical Deductions From the I|ypothesis that 

the Angle-Sum is Less than Two Right Angles, " (18) Lyle made another 

attempt to discredit the hyperbolic geometry of Lobachewsky. 

Perpendiculars AB and CD are erected to AC at the points A ond C. 

AE is constructed on AB so that AE = AC, and a straight line is drawn 

from C to E making the triangle ACE isosceles, and the angle ACS « AEG. 

From the hypothesis the sum of the angles of the triangle arc eqinl to 

t\X) right angles minus a. The angle DCH is conscructed so th^t it equals 

this angle a, end the angles CAS •»• ACS • AEC = CAS + ACH. Then CAE • ACE 

are subtracted from both members so th t ASC = ACH - ACE or AEC » ECH. 
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Lyle then concluded that ASC and ECH arc? alternate angles and CH and AB 

are parallel "in the Euclidean sense." (I, 27) Also, when the sum of 

the angles of the triangle is assumed to be equal to CAE • ACH, the line 

CH crnnot meet AB« 

If the angle-sum is grenter tb^n CAE • ACH, then CH may meet .IB. 

With this sur:ri03ition, the triangle formed would have the sum of its 

anf^les greater than CAE • ACH. Lyle asserted "... it is inconsistent 

with the hypothesis to suppose that the line CH cmnot meet AB. For to 

deny th: t CH can meet AB is to deny that a triangle w ooe angle-sum is 

^Toater t h n CAE * ACH can be formed wdch is to deny the hypothesis." 

Ifowever, if CH meets AB this contradicts the conclusion tihat CH cannot 

meet AB. From this conclusion it may be seen that the hypothesis in 

x̂ hich the sum of the angles may be greater than CAE ••• ACH is inconsis

tent v-dth the hypothesis that the sum of the angles is at any time equal 

to CAE • ACH. Lyle then assumed the hypothesis f Ise and said that de

ductions from a f, Ise hypothesis must also be false. 

Lyle did prove correctly that if the s\m of the angles of triangle 

AEC is less than tiTO right angles, there is more than one par 11 el to /J5 

parsing through C. Actually, in Lobache. skian geometry, triangles rany 

exist with a sum artitrarily close to, but less thm ti/o right angles. 

Lyle stated that if CH cannot meet AE, a triangle cannot exist whose angle-

sum is greater than the angle sum of triangle AEC. However, all he crn 

correctly say is that a right tidangle having AC as one leg c.nnot h ve 

the sum of its angles greater th^n two right angles rninus a, and nothing 

may be inferred about the existence of other triangles hr.vin̂ : a rreat^r 
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angle-stm. The difficulty lies in the fact that the one right :jigle 

T'dnus ̂  is creator than the angle of peLralleliiaa for the disuanco AC. 

However, if AC vr re lourfer, the angle of parallelism oald be 1-r-̂ er so 

that the sian of the angles of the triangle might also be lar^ r. Since 

all of the succeeding part of Lyle's proof depend on the steps using 

the Parallel Postulate, these \dll not be discuss.d. 

Lyle attempted a final proof by reproducing Pi»iyfair's proof of 

the angle-stmi of a "rectilineta triangle" (19): 

Definition 

If, while one extremity of a straight line remains fixed 
at A, the line itself tttms about that point from the posi
tion PS to the position AC, it is said to describe the angle 

Figure 11 

BAC contained by the lines ;\B and AC. 
Corollary: If a line turns about a point from the position AC 
till it comes into the position AC again, it describes angles 
which are together qual to foir right angles. This is evident 
from the second corollary to the fifteenth, I. 

Proposition It The stm of the exterior angles of any rectili

neal figure is equal to four right angles. 

1. The rectilineal figure considered first is the triangle ACB 

with the exterior angles DGA, FAB, and GBC. The sum of these angles 

is equal to four right angles. 
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The lino CD produced in the direction oi BC is turned about the 

point C until it coincides with CE, a part of CA. Tnic describes the 

exterior angle DCA. The line CD is carried along CA until it is in the 

position AF. The point A is then held fixed ^nd the line îF is turned 

about A describing the angle 1 AB, and coinciding with the line AB. 

The line is then carried along AB imMl it coinci'les '.dth BG. 

This line is turned about the fixed point B, thus describinr^ the angle 

r,vc nd coincidin:;: with part of BC. In the s me manner the line is 

ca.riod along BC irntil it coincides with CD. 

Since the line his turned nbotit one of its extremities until it 

comes into the position CD, it has from the Coroll-'ry leecriberl r-nrrles 

equal to four right anglei-. These angles are the exterior nngles of 

the triangle. 

2. If the rectilineal fi;jure has any number of sides, this pro

position is true just as in the case of the triangle. 

Corollary 1. So all the interior angles of any trian^^le are equal 

to "fcwo right angles, because all the angles of a triangle (exterior and 

interior) are •qual to six aright angles and the exterior angles are ecnal 
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to four right angles, 

Lyle accepted this proof on the basis th t Playfair considered 

his method "as legitimate, .imple, direct and brief," zri-:\x)sr, th: t ob-

.1 ctions to this proof are false because the objectors use a "spherical 

surface" where straight lines are cu:^es, and this cannot be true be

cause a "plane is orfoctly flct and straight line^: are devoid of cur

vature." 

Halstead refuted this proof in one of his articles on non-Euclid

ean geometry (20). In this article he said: 

...the result will just at-, imich tJike place where the e>rberior 
angles are avotredly not equal to four right angles. T ke, for 
e;cample, the plane triangle formed by three aiaU arcs of the 
same or equal circles...sfud it is mrmifest thct an arc of this 
circle may be carried around precisely in the w^^y- described and 

igure 13 

roturn to its old situation, and yet there be no pretense for 
inferring that the exterior angles vrere equal to four right 
angles. 

Aiid if it is urged... that these are curved̂  lines an the 
statement was made of straight; then the answer is by demand
ing to know, what prop rty of straight lines has b en laid 
down or established, which determines that what is not true 
in the case of other line- is true in theirs. 

Lyle see?iis to have given up at temp ing pi oofs -f ler the one on 



Fl-yfair'c Axiom. However, G. I. Hopkins, instructor in physics rnd 

mr.them* tics t the hiĵ h schocl in Mrnchertar, Nev; H mpshire, decided 

to try his abilities on the problem of the Fifth Postulate -nd contri

bute "Euclide n Geometry Without Disputed Axioms" (-21) to Lyle's sup

port. Hopkins ;;̂ ave a total of eleven propositions : nd their proofs in 

en attempt to prove the Parallel Postulate. 

Proposition 1. "If two straight lines in the s?̂ me pl?ne be per

pendicular to the same line they are parallel.'-

If the lines meet they form a triangle with two of the angles 

equal to tiro right angles, v;hereas, Euclid had proved without reco\u*se 

to the Fifth Postulate that in any triangle tî K) angles taicen together 

in any m nner are less than #,0 right angles(l, 17). Therefore, the 

lines do not meet and raay be considered parallel. 

Proposition II: One anrl only one perpendicular to a line in a 

single .lane miy be drawn to or through a ?:iven point on that line." 

If there were tx/o perpendiculars at a single point on the line 

there would be two unequal right angles i,tiich contrrdict Buclio's ?oiu?th 

Postulate. 

Proposition III: "If t\jo parallel straight lin-'S be joined by a 

common perpendicular, any straight line irhich bisects the perpendicular 

and meets the Imo parallels is itself bisected by the perpendici-lar." 

Let AB be a straight line. A perpendicular CD is erected at any 

point C on AB and a line DE is erected pc-rpendicul-r to CD at D. Tols 

line DE is extended to F and froin the first proposition FE is parallel 

to AB. 
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Figure 1-4 

The line DC IF bisected at H and any point K on AC is chosen and 

the line HK !« drawn. On the line DE, DN is cut off equal to KC, and 

the line HH is drawn. The tvro triangles KCH and DHN are then equal 

(I, 4.)> and KH « HN. Also the tvt) sn&Les DHN and FCH are equal. Now 

the angles KHC and KHD together equal tr̂ o right angles (I, 13), The 

angle DHN is equal to the angle i:] C, so the angles DHN Sad KHD together 

equal two right angles ond KH and HN form the same straight line (I, I4). 

This proves the hypothesis. 

Corollary: If two parallel straight lines are joined by a common 

perpendicular, any straight line meeting the parallels and bisecting the 

perpendicular cuts off equnl distances on the parallels on onrosite sides 

of the perpendicular. 

Proposition IV: "If a straight line is perpendicular to one of 

two parallel lines, it î ^ perpendiculjir to the other side." 

Proof I The straight line CD is dra;m and from any point H on the 

line a perpendicular HK is erected. In the same manner a perpendicular 

AB is drawn to KH. This makes AB and CD parallel from the first propos-



ition. Any point P is selected on one of the parallels, say CD, nd PQ 

is erected perpendicular to CD. Hopkins said, "Then PQ be perpendicular 

Figure 15 

to AB also." On the line CD, HO is cut equal to HP. The line HK is 

bisected at N and the lines PS and OR are drawn through N (I, 10). Now 

NO « NP (I, A) and SN « NP and NO « NR from the third proposition. 

Therefore NS « HO « NP « NR (Euclid: Common Notion I) and OH « HP -

KR « SK from the corollary under Proposition III. A circle is described 

xdth N as the center and NO ar the radius (PostTiLate III, Euclid). The 

drcimf^renoc of the circle will pass through 0, P, R, and S. The line 

PR is drawn. Now the angle NH) is greater than the angle NPH because 

the exterior angle has been proved greater than either of the o- posite 

interior angles by Euclid without recourse to the Fifth Postulate, 

From this the angle NHP is greater than the angle NPH, and no NP is 

greater than NH (In any triangle the greater angle is subtended by the 

gieater side). So the circumference will intersect the two parallel lines 
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at 0, P, R, and S. Hopkins stated: "The angle OPR is a right angle 

(III, 31), and therefore HP is perpendicular to CP." The basis for this 

assertion is Euclid's ppoposition stating that the angle inscribed in a 

semicircle is a right an:^le. By hypothesis QP is perpendicular tx) CP 

at P anl PQ and PR cannot be separate lines as the result of the second 

proposition. The angle SRP is a right angle (III, 31) and 30 PQ is per

pendicular tio AB. 

Hopkins gave seven more propositions, but in tbds proposition IV 

he m?de his first error and the rest of his proofs depend on proposition 

IV. Halstead gave an excellent refutation (22) of Hopkins' proofs: 

It is simple petitio principii. The question is begged in 
his Proposition IV, which explicitly uses Euclid, III, 31. If 
any one will t-um to III. 31 in iny Euclid they will find it 
proved by Euclid, 1.32, But Euclid 1.32 is the famous angle-
sum proposition, which since 1733 has been kno^n to be equiva
lent to the parallel postulate, the most disputed of all axioms. 

Hopkins' proof is also an example of the assimiption that all Euclidean 

parallels are perpendicular to the same line. 

At the time these proofs v/ere printed in the American Mathematical 

Monthly. Halstead was -riting a series for the Ifontbly eaqxLaining the 

non-Euclidean gaometries to the American mathematicrj. audience. Start

ing with the background and history of the Fifth Postulate, he then de

veloped the proofs given by Saccheri to show how Saccheri* s work was the 

first of the non-Enclidean geometries; only in the final analysis did 

Saccheri not prove the existence of other geometries. By the exronple 

of correct proofs Halstead was able to overcome the objections to the 

non-Euclidean geometries by many mathematicians of the day. Halstead 
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did not \ise his series of articles to counter any refutations of the 

non-Euclidoan geometries, except in one instance and in giving precise 

proofs. 

The Battle ;fi.tb \ferds On Non-Euclidean Geometry 

In one inst- nee Halstead did refute •:•- proof by Lyle in his series 

on the non-Euclidean geometries (20). In Lobaclieirsky's work a proof was 

given using a d :mDnstration in which the side opTOsite the smallest 

angle of a triangle is bisected and a triangle is constructed by extend

ing the bisector equal its length in the triangle rnd dr-iwing a line to 

this extended line in a certain manner. In each succeeding triangle the 

shortest side is bisected and the process continued. This is a legiti-

ma.te method given by Euclid (X, 1). Halstead said in reference to Lylet 

Now our paradoxer. Mi'. Lyle, read this demonstration...and 
thou«;i:h, as we shall see, he did not understand it, yet he felt 
that because Lobachewsky gave it, it must be rigoroiis, and so 
thought he might trust himself to reproduce it, but in doing 
so, laid bare in the most ludicrous meinner, his utter failure 
to grasp it or to see its cogency. 

He calls his blimder "Lobatrchewsky's Theorem 19 recast in 
the rigidest (sic) Euclidean foims," and uses for his f llao-
ious pseudo-proof this figure which at once tells us hoi: he is 

file:///ferds


about to lay bare his mental nakedness. Hot understanding the 
proof, of course he does not comprehend that he must never 
hrlve the greater of two sides going to C, as AC, and CB2; and 
so as it happens be always halves the greater, thus repeating 
his blunder an indefinite number of times, [sicj and utterly 
vitiating a beautiful proof. 

Instead of t-iking from the sum of ABC and BAC more th n 
half and continually more than half the remainder, he only 
takes a little piece that rapidly becomes less than n millionth 
part of their stm, while his seeming highway of demonstration 
dwindles to a squiirel-p-ith ?nd runs up a tree. 

In addition to proofs, a verbal "battle" wis fought over the non-

Euclidean geometries. Lyle (23) initiated the first offensive attack 

by asking a series of questions on the non-Euclidean geometries, sev

eral months after the publication of these custions halstead (2A, 25) 

answered them, and much later Lyle (26) gcve his own answers to there 

qu stions. 

irst Lyle asked if the theorem in Lobachewsky* s geometry stat

ing that t\x> straight lines perpendicular to a third line never inter

sect is "so\md". Halsterd mentioned that this proof in I^nclidean -eom-

etry does not depend on the Fifth Posttalate. Lyle returned with the 

statement that it depended on what was meant by "soundness" in geometry 

and that if Euclid's Proposition 27 in Book I of the Elements wns sound, 

then this statement in non-Euclidean p;eometry was also found. 

Lyle next asked if the above theorem w s "in harmony" 'dth the 

assumption that two straight lines perpendicular to a third line meet 

at infinity to which Halstead replied that these statements were harmon

ious since Euclid never admitted constniction of onything beyond the 

actual postulates. Halstead implied that Euclid made no assumptions 

about what happens on reaching infinity so nothing contradicts the idea 
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of ' point at infinity. Lyle in answer to this ques'ion said that these 

tijo statements contradicted each other and that "The fact and not the 

place of supposed intersection constitutes the contradiction." 

The next question in Lyle's article referring to the theorem by 

LobacheiTsky mentioned above was on the harmony of this theorem idth the 

"assumption that two straight lines perpendicular to a third do inter

sect at a finite distance." Halstead s'id that this assumption for 

elliptic geometry was deliberately taken as contradictory to the theorem 

on the non-intersection of tvro lines perpendicrl r 1>o a third line in 

Lobachewsky* s geometry. Lyle, of course, contended that these two 

statements were not in harmony with each other. 

The fourth question by Lyle was: "In order that a straight line 

may be finite must it have a beginning and a termination, thrt is, tiio 

ends?" Lyle answered yes to this question, while Hnlstead pointed out 

that in elliptic geometry the whole straight line is finite and does not 

have two ends* 

Next, Lyle asked if a straight line having two ends e n be infin

ites in length. To tills question Halste d replied that if s point at in

finity is admitted, then there is indeed a straight line infinite in 

length yet having two ends. However, Lyle answered t'ds question: 

No, for the reason that it involves a contradiction. By 
definition every straight line having two ends is finite. 
Hence, to affirm that such a line is infinite in length 1G 
lio attribut>e to it contradictory attributes. No infinite 
straight line can be drawn between two points loc ted in 
space sic and geometriccl science does not concern itself 
with what is su-posed to occur or not to oc ur outside of 
space. Juggling with albebraic symbols c nnot alter the 
cold bard facts of the Euclidean geometry (26), 
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In answering Lyle's question as to -'hether or not the par-llel 

lines (botindary lines) in Lobachewsky* 3 geometry viere cutting or non-

cutting lines, Halstead said th^t the boundary lines did not cut the 

given lines for ^ny 'inite construction but each had " a point at infin

ity in common idth the ,̂ iven line." Lyle countered by quoting Lobachew

sky's statement that the distance between the parallel and the line "at 

last wholly vanishes." 

Continuing the above line of argument, Lyle then asked what Lo-

bachewsky's reason was for s'lyin̂  that the boundr^ry line was a cutting 

line. In his own answer to this question, Lyle said thĉ t be did assimie 

th t the boundary line was a cutting line because "s* - 0 for x • tf^ in 

the formula s' « se-x. There is nothing novel, brilliant or profound in 

manipulating algebraic symbols in such fashion*" Lyle went on to attack 

Lobachewsky by saying that Lobachewsky "strained at a gnat and Gi.mllowed 

a camel" i/hen he accepted the straight line as the circumference of a 

circle with infinitely great radius and rejected the Fifth Postulate. 

H^dstead replied t>o the question by saying that the common} :X)int at in

finity was an essential to parallelism in Lobachei/skian geometry, and 

that though tT̂ o straight lines perpendicular to a third line never moet, 

they were not parallel in the Lobachewski' n sense. 

Lyle renewed his quest for "truth" by another series of ouer.tions 

and answers on finite straight lines end angles (27). He again insisted 

that a finite line was one with two ends. The on'̂  question that relly 

exposed Lyle's cloudy thinking was his asking if half of a given finite 

angle, however small, was a variable. In answering his own qu sidon he 
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said that it was not a variable because if it were, there would be the 

contradiction "that the same angle may have one value only and more 

th^n one at the same time." Certainly a variable may tske on a series 

of values but it does not necessarily take on a nrultiplicity of values 

at the 8'me time. 

Dolman (28) felt called upon to InqrJLre if a demonstration 

could be given showing the possibility or impossibility of construct

ing a surface of uniform negative curvature in Euclidean space; no 

reply was made. The existence of this surface w^s not a mr̂ jor arguing 

f'lctor in the non-Euclide n f:eometries, since Beltrami had discovered 

a \'jQ.y of representing- tliis pseiidospherical space in Euclidean space 

(29). Dolmtm did, how^^ver, ĵet an answer from Lyle (30) concerning 

his a tide on the errors in one of Lyle's papers. Dolman attempted 

to exrl i's to Lyle that the straight lines in the Lobache rski: n geom

etry were not straight lines in the Euclidean sense, and that although 

these wore not straight in the Euclidean sense, they were consistent 

xrith the postulates of the Lobachewskian geometry, fforeover. Dolman 

objected tiO Lyle's definition of a finioe line ns being one with two 

ends, and to Lyle's confusion on the terms infinite and boundless. In 

answer to Dolman' s criticism on straight lines, Lyle maintained that 

straight lines are "rectilineal" and thtit if Dolman considered that a 

Lobachewskian straight line was not a straight line,how could Lobachew

sky call his triangle rectilinefil? As Lyle put iti 

There is palpable contradiction here. 
Once introduce germinal error and the disease spreads. 
The denial of the truth of Euclid's Axiom 12 (Fifth Postiaate) 
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as a geometrical proposition has according to Coimseller Dol
man* s own showing led to widespread demoralization in (geometry. 
As a result of that denial we find that the angle-sum of a tri
angle is changed, that planes are warped, that straight lines 
are not "really straight", and that even space itself is trans
muted into something said to be pseudo-spherical, different 
from the space which we know and in which all dwell whether 
they be common sense Euclidean mathematicians or hyper space, 
anti-Euclidean geniuses (30). 

Lyle then remarked that Riemann bad made an unsatisfactory dis

tinction between boundless and infinite and that be had not seen any 

satisfactory distinction described. :io then went on to say that Dolman 

did not specify what he meant by finite and infinite lines and asked if 

Dolman had some "infinite straight lines, each of which his two ends, 

that he wishes to exhibit to the court?" Lyle continued that he would 

like to "see a Lobatschewsky triangle" before he died but "if it is iî -

possible to materialize the nondescript in 'space na we know it',,, I 

will have liO forego the pleasure." In addition, Lyle thanked Dolman 

for his criticism but said that he believed that Dolman had "defended 

more errors than he corrected." 

Again Lyle attacked the hyperbolic geometry in a statement that 

there are two parts to Lobachewsky*?. geometry: the imaginary part that 

"flatly contradicted" Euclidean geometry, and the other part which was 

distinctly Euclidean geometry (15). Lyle said that if the angle-sum of 

a triangle is less than two right angles, this contradicts the Euclidean 

statement that the angle-sta is exactly t̂ .̂  right angles and "according 

to the logieal law of excluded middle, if one of two propositions thrt 

rautxially contradict each other is true, the other must be fclse." He 

went on to state that for "untold ages it has been believed that there 
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is but one space," that man's mind "cognises but does not create space," 

pjid tbat calling a line a surface of one dimension and a surface a space 

of two dimensions was "to subject the meaning of the word space to a 

strange, g3?otesqtie and irrational metamorphosis." 

Holden (31) agreed with Lyle's viei^point and asked if Lobachewsky's 

geometry would apply to mechanics, this, of course, being the supreme 

test J also he asked ir this geometry would cause difficulty for the 

builders of railroads jhen they were laying rails. This difficulty would 

never arise because the rrails are not laid parallel but equidistant from 

each other. Holden obviously misimderstood the geometries when he asked 

what happened on passing from a surface of uniform positive curvature tx> 

one of uniform negative curvature. He wanted to know, if the surface be

tween was not the Euclidean plane, i^t WBS it? The likelihood of all 

three of these planes being possible evidently did not occur to Holden. 

Lyle argued that a proposition is not necessarily false because 

no proof has been given for it (32). He felt that, even though Playfair 

and others bad not correctly proved the Parallel Postulate, this lack of 

proof did not mean tbat the postulate was not valid and that the other 

geometries were true. Halstead (20) replied however that any or all of 

the three irere true, but Lyle could not accept this teaching. In Lyle's 

way of thinking only one of the geometries cotiLd be the true geometry. 

Once more Lyle attacked the Lobacheizskian rectilineal triangle 

(18). Considering rectilineal figures as being the exclusive property 

of the Euclidean spaoe, Lyle asserted the following: 
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The logical,geometrical and metaphysical difficulties 
that follow the denial of the Euclidean Axiom 12 (Parallel 
PostTjlate) and the Euclidean angle-rrum are so great, how
ever, that non-Buclidean writers are now maintain*ng that 
Lobachewsky* s triangle can not be dra^m in the Euclidean 
plane and that it is not in fact rectilineal. Since this 
homeless outc st triangle is unoble to find a "loĉ l̂ habi
tation" in the space of the Alexandrian geometer, the non-
Eudideens have excogitated a space especially to contain 
it c lied by them "pseudo-spherical." Helmholtz in his 
lecture "On the Origin and Signlficrince of Geometrical 
Axioms" refers to a "pseudo-sphericfd surface" as "saddle-
shaped" ,,. Later on in his lecture he dexterously passes 
from the phrase "pseuclo-spherical surface" to "pseudo-
spherical space," This performance is plainly pseudologi-
cal. Surface manifestly is not identical with space. Bel
trami contributes tio modem ';eometrical literature the e::-
pression "pseudo-spherical surface." Helmholtz treats it 
as identical ^ith "pseudo-spherical space" by pseudo-logi
cal reasoning and pseudo-philosopliicrl speculation. 

Halstead contributed a note on Lyle's statement (33), saying that 

Beltrami proved that the LobachOT-skiEn triangle a- -lied to Euclidean 

spaoe as well as to psevdo-spherical surface. He went on to say, 

"To apply to the immortal Helmholtz the sentence 'This performance Is 

plainly pseudo-logical' is simply sickening^" To this Lyle 0^) replied 

that he considered "his performance" psei:do-lo<^cal no matter how "sick-

erdng th fact may be to the devotees who would have us bow down before 

their pseudo-spherical idol and reverence t'leir pseudo-logical prophet 

as an infallible authoilty." Of course, it mi^ht be questioned as to 

what position Euclid had in Lyle's "religious" ideas. 

The "logical law of Excluded I^ddle" was evoked B.;'p.±n by Lyle in 

nn attack on the Riemannian eometry (35). In this discussion Lyle still 

insisted that if two postulates are possible, then one of them is false; 

and again he said that the false ones could not be the Euclidean postu^ 
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lates. Halstead ignored Lyle's assertions through many issues of the 

Monthly, undoubtedly because he considered it unfruitful to argue with 

so determined a man. However, Lyle considered it necessary to anstrer 

Halstead's discussion of Lambert (36), in which Hrlstead remarked that 

Lambert was said to have maintained that the Euclidean P :r llel Postu

late needed proof since it did not hold for the surface of a sphere. 

Ifcttiirally, Lyle wanted to know what spherical surfaces had to do vdth 

plane geometry and propounded again his most favored logical lavrs (37). 

Lyle resorted to "relij;̂ ious" convictions again in his discussion 

of the Rifflnannian geometry by considering the doubts and beliefs of the 

"Riemannian" theorists (19), their heretical doubts - nd beliefs leading 

them agrin into that "devil", the logical laws of non-contradiction 

and excluded middle. Lyle noted that mmy metaphysicians doubted the 

"fact" that the mind of man can draw an "absolutely sti^ght" line, but 

considered it the function of a metaphysician to expCLain the facts, "not 

to doubt or discredit them." Lyle himself gloried in the greater power 

that men had over the lower anlwals in his ability "to people space with 

faultlessly perfect forms." It is no aaall wonder that Halstead (3S) 

asked if this man could be considered sane, Hrlstead also mentioned 

that Helmholtz never delivered the lecture, "On The Origin and Signifi

cance of Geometrical Axioms," quoted by Lyle. 

The metiageometers were challenged next by Lyle (39). He objected 

particularly to their consideration of a line as a one-dimensional space 

and a surface as a tv/o-dimensicjnal space, and claimed that they used 

these "defective timbers" to build a ladder to four-dimensional and 
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higher space. Lyle considered that the generalised space of the meta-

:.:oometers was the result of "pseudo-gener-ligation, pseuco- n-lo ic.?JL 

reasoning, and pseudo- n lytical interpretiation." 

Holden (40) supported Lyle in the conflict by insisting th .t the 

theories of mathematics must be in harmony idth observed practices or 

chaos would result, kv. far as Holden ^^as concerned, there could be no 

mathematics without practical application. 

Drummond (41) not only argued that the human mind could not com

prehend the infinite end therefore could not say whether or not t-.ro p r -

llel lines meet at infinity, but he also maintained that human experience 

was the only judge of any question in mathematics as well as in other 

fields of study. Using this consideration by Drummond, Lyle (42) 

laimches another blast at the non-Euclidean geometries by saying that 

in the realm of human experience parallel lines never meet and do not 

converge. He considered that there was nothing in Euclid's statement 

tbat parallel lines never meet, however far produced, wiiich contradicted 

what was known by man. 

Lyle \-m.s in poor health and, ro- ir-ning his post at Wenitnii dst-ar 

College,he moved to Bentonville, Arkansas (43) where he wrote only one 

other article against the non-Euclidean geometries (4-4)* In this article 

Lyle discussed the idea of direction in <:^eometry; he was particularly 

opposed to the idea that there were t\^ dir ctions between two points. 

He said that the hypothesis that a straight lino infinite in length can 

be dravjn between two points was absurd because it was a violation of 

the "Law of Son-Contradiction" in logic. 
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Lyle fought long and hard for his belief i:i the Euclidean :eom'.--

trios but in the end was doomed to failure. Men of much higher ability 

than he were setting the stage for later developments in ma thematic v, 

Lyle argued principally that there could only be one vrlid geometry for 

the real space, and that while other geometries mi'ht be created, ta.ey 

were necessarily false because Euclid bad determined the time geometry 

of space. The idea of a single valid geometry might hold for physical 

space, but there is nothing in mathematics that is restricted to this 

viewpoint. It should be remembered that Lyle' 3 time in history a con

siderable number of people were convinced that there was a right way and 

a wrong way and that no intermediate possibilities or alternates were 

possible in mathematics or in any other facet of life :nd belief. Per

haps if the non-Euclidean geometers had stated that there wa- no Î /tidid-

ean geometry and not tbat there were three geometries, all at least 

equally valid mathematically, Lyle would have finrlly been won to accept-

aaice of the non-Euclidean geometries. Howev:r, the possibility of sev

eral right ways was repugnant to him mid he felt triat ho hal to fight 

for his ancient Euclidean viexvpoint. 

A considerable ajaount of the discussion over the non-I>aclidean 

geomotrlQS \JS,S based on the idea that for a geometry to be true, it had 

to apply to physical space, since in the viewpoint of many, physical 

space was absolutely Euclidean (spherics or not), and there \^s no ques

tion of its validity. Lyle was certainly not the only antagonist to non-

Buclidean geometries although probably the most vociferous at bis time. 

The true space idea caused much concern in relid.ous and philosophical 
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thinking, and even today the ideas presented by these mathematical devel

opments have caused as much change in religious vie;/point as has Darwin' s 

Origin of Species. Lyle stood his ground to the best of his abilities. 

He formed many of his ideas without attempting to see the logic in the 

reasoning of others; he appealed to logical laws but did not really un

derstand wiiat they said. Lyle did not consider tiat several alternatives 

might be presented, each of them equally as valid from the bases on which 

they are built. 



Chapter IV 

THE ARG1J14ENTS AGAINST THE IJON-ETJCLIDEAK GEOMETRIES AFTER 
THE DEVELOPMEIIT OF EIIJSTEIN'S RELATIVITY THEORY 

The conflict over the geometries died down with the end of Lyle's 

attempts to discredit the non-Euclidean geometries. Ifowever, tie tiTnuLt 

during the 1920's and 1930's over the Relativity Theory, developed around 

1917, brought the controversy into light again. Because Einstein had 

used the concepts of the Riemannian geometry to develop his theories on 

space, some people felt "that if they could prove that the non-Euclideans 

i/ere wrong and that only tne Euclidean geometry was true, t en the Rela

tivity Theory could not stand. The two men who strove the hardest to 

discredit the non-Euclidean geometries were J. J. Callahan, President of 

Duquesne University, and George de Botlieznt, lecttjrer at Princeton Uni

versity. Both attempted to prove the Euclidean Fifth Postulate. 

Callahan (4.5) began by saying that mutiineers had "seized the ship 

of knowledge and nailed the flag of dissent to the mast" and that these 

dissenters had "attacked the basis of the supposedly most secure of all 

sciences, mathematics." He then said that as long as the new geometers 

exercised their beliefs and practices only among themselves, the exer

cise lidght prove a harmless recreation, but that when t lese beliefs be

came a new foundation for the theory of the universe, someone needed to 

step in and set the world on the right path again. Obviously Callahan 
» 

considered himself an adequate man for the task, Callahan gave a fairly 

lengthy and opionated history of the Euclidean and non-Euclidean geome

tries before he attempted a proof of the Parallel Postulate. According 

A9 

LuŜ rŜ ^̂ ^̂ ^ ̂^̂^̂^̂  ̂ B^ 
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to Callahan: 

This postulate is the converse of t! e theorem that the sum 
of the angles at the base of a triangle is lesc than two right 
angles, which itself is but a corollary to the proposition that 
the SIM of all the interior angles of a triangle is equal to 
two right angles. We have already seen how different niathema-
ticians recognize this necessary connection ,«. This is what 
ye profess to do. 

Callahan felt that there were several steps wrong in Euclid's EL«nents 

besides the Parallel Postulate and he tried to "remedy" these defects. 

He also believed that in many cases Euclid had had the right ideas but 

the wrong proofs. 

In his argument Callahan defined a parallelogram as being a "four 

sided figure having its opposite sides and angles equal," and defined 

parallel lines as being lines lying in the same plane that are "equi

distant at all points." He stated that he wo-Id not use the definition 

of parallel lines until parallel lines were considered in the proofs. 

Callahan attemptied to prove that the sum of the angles of a triangle is 

equal to two right angles by a series of six propositions. However, 

only the first fovr propositiions will be considered since these present 

the major ideas of his proof. 

Proposition I: To construct a parallelogram, given a triangle. 

Tlie triangle ABC is draxm and t e base AC is bisected at E, A 

line BF is drawn from B through E so that the line BE - EF, The lines 

AF and AC are drawn. The resulting figure ABGF is the required parallel

ogram because BE « EF and AE « EC by construction. Now, angle BEA equals 

angle CEP because if two straight lines intersect, their vertical angles 

are equal* From this it can be seen that the tiriangle ABE « CEF, and 
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Figure 17 

line FC =» AB. In like manner the triangle BBC and AEF can be shown to 

be equal and line BC « AF* So the angle ABE « EFC and CBE =« AFE, and if 

equals be added to equals, tie results are equa^ so angle ABC « AFC. In 

like Manner Euigle FAB » BCF. Thus the figure ABGF is a parallelogram. 

Corollary: The alternate interior angles formed by a diagonal 

of a parallelograia are equal. 

Proposition II: If a transversal falling on two straight lines 

makes the alternate interior angles equal, any equal segments of the 

two lines can form the sides of a parallelogram with the transversal as 

a diagonal of the parallelogram. 

The diagonal FE and the straight lines AB and CD are constructed 

so that the angle AFE • FED. Any point H is taken on the line CD be

tween E and D, and GF is laid off equal to ER on AB between A and F. 

The lines GE and FH are drawn. The triangle GFE « FEH because the angle 
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Figure 18 

GFE « FEH, the line FE is comx̂ .on, and the line EH » GF by construction. 

From equal triangles, the line GE equals EH and the angles EGH and FHE 

are equal. So angle GFH equals angle HEG, since when equals are added 

to equals, the restilts are equal, and GFHE is a parallelogram. 

Corollary J Tlie diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other. 

Proposition III: The Intersection point of the diagonals of a 

parallelogram bisects every straight line passing through it and termi

nated on the opposite sides of a parallelogram. 

TJ e parallelogram ABCD is constructed and BD and AC are its diag

onals intersecting at 0. Any other line EF is constructed passing tlirough 

0 and cutting AB and CD in E and P, respectively. The line OE eqiials 

the line OF from the followings line OA • OC from the corollary above; 

angle OAE « OGF because they are alternate interior angles; and angle 

AOE « OGF because they are vertical angles (1,15). This triangle COF « 

AGE and line OE • OF. Callahan went on to say that if AF and EC are 
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Figure 19 

C5 irawn, there are two new triangles that can be proved to be eqiial (con

gruent). Since tTJO of the sides are equal and vertical angles are formed 

by these sides, then the triangles AFO « COE and AF = EC. According to 

Callahan, this shows tlmt lines joining jjoints at equal distances are 

eqoial. Here he said, "The conclusion again follows with absolute neces

sity, that the opposite sides of a parallelograia are parallel since they 

are everywliere eqtddistant at equidistant points." There is some doubt 

as to the validity of this proof, but this will be discussed later. 

Proposition IV: A straight line crossing parallel stiraight lines 

makes the alternate interior angles eqiml. Callahan <:ave two other parts 

to this proposition, but this is the niajor one considered. 

The lines AB and CD are parallel lines and the line EF cuts these 

lines. Any point G Is selected on AB between A and F, and EG is drawn. 

Tlie distance EH is laid off on CD between S and D and equal to G^. The 
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Figure 20 

points H and F are Joined* The resulting figure GFHE is a parallelogram 

by the followingj G^ « EH by construction; EF is common; and GE - F H by 

the definition of parallel lines (equidistant at equidistant points). 

From this the triangle GFE « FEH and angle BFE ^ FEC because GFE • EFB -

FEH • FEC and substracting equals from equals from equals, angle FEC - EFB. 

The first thing tiat is wrong with Callahan's proof is his defini

tion of parallel lines. He does not show that his definition is the only 

one posrible or reconcile his definition with Euclid's definition of paral

lel lines as being lines that never meet. The difficiaty with tVis def

inition and Callahan's Postulate III and IV may best be illustrated by 

a discussion of hyperbolic geometry's non-intersecting lines. 

Let the lines AB and CD be hyperbolic non-intersecting lines with 

the single common perpendicula* EF. The point G is taken betiieen E and 

B and H is between F and C, such that EG « FH. Then K is taken between 
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A and E and L between F and D such that EK « FL. Callahan only s ows 

that KH « GL. If the line M is constructed so that CM • ML, this does 

not mean that GL • Mil, and this cannot be proved because Callahan does 

not not prove that his definition takes care of all possible parallel 

lines which Euclid's certainly does. Assuredly, lines equidistant at 

equidistant points and lines that never meet are not necessarily one and 

the same thing; there may be lines which are not parallel in the sense 

of Callahan but that are in the sense of Euclid. 

Also, Callahan failed to prove that parallel lines, as he defined 

them, exist. Euclid proved the existance of his parallel lines (l,27). 

Callahan started liis book by defining rdathematics: "Mathematics 

is the science of measin-ement of physical quantity. Quantity is that 

property of matter by which it is divisible into parts." Later he also 

said that there were two things that show the "imaense distance th.at 
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separates the olear and limpid intellect of tî e ancient Greeks from the 

foggier intelligence of the modems." These were that their argimients 

never went beyond the controversial stage, and their intellect was clear

er and '•more penetrating" than was their reasoning power. Thus "when 

reason could not detect and answer the fallacy," they still knew the 

fallacy was there and believed in the true reality. In discussing infi

nity and the question of lines meeting at infinity, Callahan said that 

infinite "in this sense" means nothing or zero so that this definition 

is an obscTire way of sajring that lines never meet. Callahan bemoaned 

the fact that these new geometries should find advocates and said "The 

thing to really be deprecated is that such trash [the non-Sudidean geom-

etriesj/ could attract the erudite and scholarly, and even impose itself 

on whole realiiis of science..,," He went on to say that the new geometries 

were launched by young men, and that they could handle material within 

the range of their abilities and training. 

But with matters that touch on the fundamentals of experience it 
is different. They cannot be ejcpected to have the philosophical 
balance, or that concrete grasp of reality that cones from experi
ence and complete all around symmetrical intellectual oevelopmrat. 
They are inclined to be led by notion alone. This is wliat has 
occurred in this case. Yet it \m.a the older men who gave weight 
to the cause by countenancing it. 

Callahan continued in this vein, saying that even Riemann was not old 

enough: 

Riemann may have been a young man of certain mathematical attain
ments, beyond the average in a man of his age, but he did not 
have either a keen logical perception or a clear grasp of ideas. 
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Callahan also argued that with Hiemann using such "solemn utter

ances, " a "veil of mystery" surrounded his work and that Riemann did not 

say anything when he discussed geometry. Though extremely prejudiced 

in his own viewpoint, Callahan was desirous of everyone else having an 

open mind and logical thinking. 

In 1936, George de 13othezat (̂ 6) attempted another proof of the 

Parallel Postulate, or rather Playfair's Axiom, th?t t rough a given 

point not on a given line one and only one line can be drawn parallel to 

the given line. In order to arrive at t-ds proof de BotI ezat began by 

defining a number, infinity, and continuity. In all of these steps and 

in the proof of Playfair's Axiom itself, de Bothezat insist d that "cog

nitive rationalism" must be used to arrive at a true fact. In holding 

with Newtonian mechanics de Bothezat considered the fundamentals of exact 

science as being the questions of "Infinity, Uniform Time, and Absolute 

l^otion." These he also attempted to define. De Bothezat felt that cog

nitive rationalism distinguished between "conceived reality" and "sensed 

reality," and he also felt that this coneeived reality vould carry the 

world to the ultimate state of "complete knowledge." In this measure de 

Bothezat felt that he bad gone further along the path of knowledge than 

others and that he would lead the world ever onward. De Bothezat went 

into a considerable discussion of his philosophy in the first chapter, 

and he based his argument to a large extent on the philosophy he presented, 

In de Bothezat'8 reasoning the two great "stepping stones of cognition" 

were "the Geometry of the Hellenes... ren(y Galileo-Newtonian mechanics." 

In presenting bis geometrical ideas de Bothezat defined several 
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terms, the first of these being number: 

WO shall call RATIO OR NUMBER the s?/mbol of THE OPERATION to 
which a magnitude must be subjected—and wiiich may be a unit 
magnitude—in order to arrive at another magnitude of the same 
kind. 

He represented this by L « Un where the quantity L is equal to the unit 

U miultiplied by the nimiber n. From this be developed the ordinary oper

ations of algebra and the concept of zero: Zero was not taking a unit. 

From this definition of number de Bothezat gave a "rigorous def

inition of infinity." In this definition he presented two ideas, one 

of a variable Infinity and the other of an absolute infinity. He pre«» 

sen ted his definitions in the following manner; 

Let us call potential infinity or variable infinity, desig
nating it by the symbol tO, a variable number larger than g and 
such that g/cO ^ £. We thus set by definition 

so much the more^^ g. 
Infinity (0O) is thus a number larger than any selected nnmber g, 

taken as large as we want, vrhich at the same time insures the 
division of g into numbers smaller than the number 2, also select
ed as small as we want.... Infinity (•o) is thus supposed to take 
any value as many times larger as we want than any number as 
lar^e as we want. 

In noting the characteristics of his absolute infinity de Bothezat 

said the J^ollowings 

Similarly to what we did when we introduced the number zero, 
we can and must express, in an affirmative form, the fact that no 
number in the sequence of nimibers is larger than all others, by 
introdueing the singular number of absolute infinity, represented 
by the symbol j \ and which, by definition, is equal to the quotient 
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of any number n divided by zero: _£U • sA)* 
Absolute infinity is but the symbol which expresses, in an 

affirmative foim, the negation, ["sioD that no number in tie 
sequence of nimibers is larger than all the others. 

From this de Bothezat shows that the potential or variable infinity is 

always included between g/^ and J\^ so that g/2 <«»o ̂ _Cu • Upon the de

velopment of this idea, de Bothezat proceeded to attack the Cantorian 

ideas of infinity and said that once his own ideas were reached, "Cantor's 

conceptions become \mtenable." 

De Bothezat developed ideas of continuity from his definition of 

the infinitesimally small, wMch he considered to be, by definition, a 

variable number never equal to zero but wliich was many times smaller 

than any number desired. From this he said that "two iiar^tudes are al

ready equal if their difference is infinitesimally small," and that a 

continuous magnitude was roade up by placing infinitesimally sr.all mag

nitudes end to end. -e followed through tiiese steps tx» arrive at tlie 

idea that "a point is but a geometrical solid of infinitesimally small 

dimension, and said in respect to the usual concept of a point as laving 

zero dimension, that t'ds was a contradiction because to say that things 

have no dimension was to Imnihilate them*" 

From these definitions and considerations de Bothezat attempted 

a proof of Playfair's Axiom. Harris (1) has iven a presentation and 

analysis of this work* The major difficulty is in the interpretation 

of an absolute infinity. This concept established a definite number 

correspondence to the term, and of course as soon as a definit>e number 

is given, there is no longer an infinity, De Bothezat's point definition 

file:///mtenable
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is also strange because an infinite number of points of the usual defini

tion could be considered as being present in a single point of 'lis 

definition. 



COHCLUSIONS 

The non-Euclidean geometries brought about much conflict in the 

fields of mathematics and philosophy* Several attempted proofs were 

made of the Fifth Postulate, and much effort was put forth to discredit 

the non-Euclidean geometries* All of these efforts were futile. In the 

mathematics involved, a common mistake was the exclusion of the Euclidean 

parallels other than the one perpendicular to the perpendicular of a 

given line« Other mistakes made in the proofs given were that the argu

ments depended on considering (1) the Fifth Postulate directly or indi

rectly, (2) an infinite value as actually attained, and (3) two parallel 

lines as being everywhere the same distance form each other. 

One of the major reasons for the objections to the non-Euclidean 

geometries was that the idea of an absolute truth in geometry was over

thrown. This rejection of absolute truth was of major concern because 

it might mean that there was no absolute truth in the fields of theology 

and philosophy either. Mathematics was the major stronghold of many 

philosophers because it was a creation of the mind only and here perfec

tion was possible where it might not be possible in the real world. The 

laws of logic were considered to act absolutely in the realm of mathematics. 

According to [lelmholtz (4-7), if spaces of other types than Euclid

ean space can be imagined, "it cannot be maintained that the a3doms of 

geometry are necessary consequences of an a priori transcendental form 

of Intuition, as Kant thought." However, Land (4S) said tiat the oVer 

geometries can be imagined in Euclidean space but wondered if they actu

ally could be imagined of themselves, Ke mentioned that in the ?:antian 
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ideas there were three assertions: "cipac; is a fon:: of intuition,... Space 

is a form a priori... and Space is a transcendental form." This space 

of Kantian philosophy did not enter the real world; it existed in the 

mind of man only. Also, Land went on to state that the real or sense 

perception form of space did not make any diiference as long as tl ese 

three ideas about space held. Helmholtz (Â 7) differed from Land's view

point in the following: 

Kant's proof of the a. priori origin of geometrieal axioms, 
based on the assumption that no otlier space-relations can be 
mentally represented, is insufficient, the assumption being at 
variance with the fact. 

Also Helmholtz felt that if, in spite of the above, an a priori s^ace 

were assumed, it would have to be physically as well as intioitively proved, 

The challenge to the absolute truth of the Euclidean geometry that 

was offered by the non-Euclidean geometries brought to the fore strong 

questioning of the foundation of absolute truth. After the advent of 

the non-Euclidean geometries it was evident that the absolute truth w'-iich 

was the quest of the Greek philosophers was no longer possible in geome

try. As the resTilt of these geometries a considerable number of people 

felt that the nature of space as a basis for philosophy must be deter

mined by the actual sense perceptions of man. 

Probably two of the major works of the last century that have 

caused the greatest change in theology and philosophy are the works of 

Darwin on evolution and the development of the non-Euclidean geometries. 

The one cast doubt on the devine origin of man and the ot er cast doubt 

on the philosophy of the absolute truth. Many persons, of whom Lyle, 
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Holden, Callahan, and de Bothezat might be considered typical, did not 

like these doubts and held fast almost to the point of idiocy to their 

views on those subjects. To ieveral of these people, the challenge to 

the Euclidean geometry €md absolute truth was a challenge to t'eir re

ligion. So they fought, perhaps not too well but id.th the fierce deter

mination of crusaders for the right. 

From the development of the idea of space in man's earliest rea

soning in religion, the question of real space and its meaning has been 

discussed. The ancient religions and philosophies of Greece, the Judeo-

Ghristian concef)ts, the Kantian theory, and most of the other philoso

phical developments of the world have been based on an idea of space (i^). 

From the time of the Greeks until even today the basis of the spacial 

beliefs stems to a considerable extent from the ideas of the geometry 

and mathematics involved (4-9). The Greeks considered that students of 

philosophy must also be students of mathematics. Ne^Jtonian Mechanics 

had as its basis: absolute space, time, and motion; and most philosophies 

either have a basis in the mathematics of the time or in the mathematics 

developed from these philosophies. So it was with non-Euclidean geometry. 

Its development along with advances in several fields of matheipj»tics and 

science at the same time has caused the development of the idea that the 

only absolute exists in the mind of man. 
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APPEIIDIX 
tlvc/.-

^ ^ '̂ Ibfi Forty-Eigfat Propositions of Book I (2:220) 

1^ On a given finite straight line t>o construct an equilateral 

triangle. 

2. To place at a given point (as an extraidty) a straight line 

equal to a given straight line. 

3. Given two imequal straight lines, to cut off from the :p:'e:iter 

a straight line equal to the less. 

4. If two triangles have the two sides equal to two sides respec

tively, and have the angles contained by the oqual straight lines equal, 

they will also have the base equal to the base, the triangle will be 

equal to the triangle, and the remaining angles irill be eq- al to the 

remaining angles respectively, namely those which the equal sides subtend, 

5. In isosceles triangles tlie anflov'̂  at the base are equal to one 

another, and, if the equal straight lines be produced further, tr.e angles 

under the base will be equal to one another. 

6. If in a triangle two angles be equal to one another, the 

sides which subtend tlie eqiial angles will be equal to one another. 

7. Given two straight lines constructed on a straight line (from 

its extremities) and meeting in a ; oint, there cannot be constructed on 

the same straight line (fix)m its extremities), and on the sane side of 

it, two other straigh^t lines meeting in another point and equal to the 

former tiro respectively, na;iely each to that which has the same extren-

ity with it. 
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8. If two triangles have f e two sides equal to two sides respec

tively, and have also the base equal to tlie base, they will also have 

the angles equal which are contained by the equal straight lines. 

9. To bisect a given rectilineal angle. 

10. To bisect a given finite straight line, 

11. To draw a straight line at right angles tx) a given straight 

line from a given point on it. 

12. To a given infinite straight line, from a f^ven point which 

is not on it, to draw a perpendicular straight line. 

13. If a straight line set up on a straight line rake angles, it 

will riake either two right angles or angles equal to two right angles. 

14. If with aiiy straight line, and at a point on it, two straight 

lines not lying on the same side make the adjacent angles oqual to t\ro 

right angles, the two straight lines will be in a straight lino with 

one another, 

15. If two straight lines cut one another, they raake the vertical 

angles equal tio one another. 

16. In any triangle, if one of tlie sides be produced, the e:>rterior 

aagle is greater than either of the interior and opposite angles. 

17. In any triangle two suigles taken together in any manner are 

less than two right angles, 

18. In any tricuagle the greater side subtends the greater angle. 

19« In any triangle the greater angle is subtended by the greater 

side. 

20. In £iny triangle two sides taken together in any manner are 
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greater than the remaining one, 

21. If on one of the sides of r. tri.-\'-lc, TroT its e:'tre ities, 

there be constructed two rtraJ.ght lines iieetinĉ  within the trianfle, the 

straight lines so constructed will be loss than the remainin,';̂  two sides 

of the triangle, Dut will contain a greater a.glo. 

22, Out of thre straight lines, which .'.ro eqval to t.ree i\̂ e:. 

straight lines, to construct a triangle: thus it is necessary that two 

of the straight lines taken together in any laaier should be greater 

tlian the remaining one. 

23t On a given straight lihe and at a point on it to construct a 

rectilineal angle equal to a given rectilineal angle, 

24.» If two triangles have the two sides ecual to tv-c sides respeo-

tively, but have t:̂ e one of the aiî lec contained b-- the equal straight 

lines greater t:ia.a the other, tno" idll else have to • -SG -reater th£̂ :i 

the base, 

25. If two triangles have the two sides equal to two sides respec

tively, but have the base greater tl̂ an the base, they ^dll ftlso '. rvc t e 

one of the angles contained by the equal straight lines gi-eater tlaii t'-ie 

other. 

•, 26. if two triangles havj t'le two angles ociial to two anrlec re-

spectivoly, and one aide equal to one sice, namel;,', either t'-̂e side 

adjoining the equal angles, or that subtending one of the equal angles, 

they will also have th« reiaaining sices equal tc the remaining sides and 

tae remaining angle to the remaining angle. 

27. If a stnight line falling on two straight lines nalre the 
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alternate angles equal to one another, the straight lines r̂ill be paral

lel to one another. 

28. If a straight line falling on two straight lines ira'-.e t^e ex

terior angle equal to the interior and opposite angle on the same side, 

or the interior angles on the same side equal to two right aiif::les, the 

straight lines will be parallel to one another. 

29. A straight line falling on parallel straight lines nakes tho 

alternate angles equal to one another, the exterior angle equal t^ t .e 

interior and opposite angle, and tiie interior angles on t'le sa e side 

equal to two right angles. 

30. Straight lines parallel to the srjie straight line are also 

parallel to one another, 

31. Through a given point to draw a stimght line parallel to a 

;̂ iven straight line, 

32. In any triangle, if one of the sides be produced, the e:jcterior 

angle is equal to the two interior and opposite angles, and the three 

interior angles of the triangle are equal to two right angles. 

33. The straight lines joining equal and parallel straight lines 

(at t'le extremities which are) in tne same directions (respectively) are 

themselves also equal and parallel* 

34« In parallelograiiinic areas the opposite sides cuid angles are 

equal to one another, and the diameter bisects the areas. 

35. Parallelograms which are on the same base and in the saine 

parallels are equal to one another. 

36. Parallelograms which are on equal bases and in the saive paral-
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lels are equal to one another. 

37. Triangles which are on t;ie sane base and in the sajr.e parallels 

are equal to one another. 

38. Triangles which are on equal bases and in t'-.e same parallels 

are equal to one another. 

39. Equal triangles which are on the same base and on 11 e sane 

side are also in t le sarae parallels. 

40. Equal triangles which are on equal bases and on the saie side 

are also in the sane parallels. 

41. If a parallelograra have the same base with a triangle and be 

in the sane parallels, the parallelograi^i is double of the triangle. 

/:2m To construct, in a given rectilineal anr^le, a parallelogram 

equal to a given triangle, 

43. In any parallelogram the complements of the parallelogra-.is 

about the diameter are eqtxal to one another. 

44.. To a given straight line to apply, in a given rectilineal 

angle, a parallelograra eqiml to a .̂ iven triangle. 

45. To construct, in a given rectilineal angle, a parallelogrnn 

equal to a given rectilineal figure. 

46, On a given straight line to describe a square. 

4.7. In right-angled tidangles the sqtiare on the side subtending 

the right angle is equal to tĥ e squares on the sides containing V e 

right angle. 

48. If in a triangle the square on one of the sides be equal to 

the squares on the remaining two sides of tie triangle, the an̂ ';le con

tained by the remaining two sides of the triangle is right. 




